Scale beyond threats with Elastic Security in the cloud

Do more with limitless data ingestion and full end-to-end visibility with Elastic Security in the cloud.

Autoscale to respond to threats quickly

Speed up anomaly detection by scaling ML nodes automatically, enabling rapid protection across your entire ecosystem. Take advantage of ever-expanding protections built into your Elastic Security cloud deployment.

Limitless data storage, at the ready

Leverage low-cost storage to allow your teams to retain as much contextual data as you need to properly investigate and gain visibility into long-dwelling threats. Benefit from full visibility without compromising on speed and with an ROI that makes sense.

Search and replicate data everywhere

Search globally disparate data across regions and clouds — all from a single console. Rapidly access federated data stores to hunt for threats while addressing compliance requirements and regional regulations.

With Elastic Security, your teams can quickly find the data they need to prevent, detect, and respond to complex cyber threats at scale. Lower your total cost of ownership while ensuring your organization has comprehensive end-to-end protection across your attack surface — all within the cloud.

Elastic helps the world’s leading organizations accelerate results that matter by putting data to work with the power of search.

Learn more about Elastic Security.

Calculate your savings